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Abstract
The Human Genome Project modeled its open science ethos on nematode biology, most famously through daily release of DNA sequence data based on the 1996 Bermuda Principles. That open science philosophy persists, but daily, unfettered release of data has had to adapt to constraints occasioned by the use of data from individual people, broader use of data not only by scientists but also by clinicians and individuals, the global reach of genomic applications and diverse national privacy and research ethics laws, and the rising prominence of a diverse commercial genomics sector. The Global Alliance for Genomics and Health was established to enable the data sharing that is essential for making meaning of genomic variation. Data-sharing policies and practices will continue to evolve as researchers, health professionals, and individuals strive to construct a global medical and scientific information commons.
INTRODUCTION
Genomics has data in its DNA. The term genomics took root in 1987 when Victor McKusick and Frank Ruddle borrowed Tom Roderick’s neologism to launch a new journal (98). Genomics has since become a field, or at least an approach to biology and biomedical research. It generally describes a style of science and application that analyzes many genes (and genomic elements) at once, rather than one at a time; intensive use of instruments for mapping and sequencing nucleic acids; generation and utilization of large data sets, including DNA sequences, their underlying genomic locations, and functional analyses of genes and proteins; and computation. The extension from more traditional genetics entailed greater scale and implied a need to share data, because no one laboratory could fully make sense of the deluge of data being generated by mapping and sequencing the genomes of humans and other organisms.

The Human Genome Project (HGP) was conceived in 1985, when Robert Sinsheimer, Renato Dulbecco, and Charles DeLisi independently realized that it would be useful to have a reference sequence of the human genome as a tool for research and application (39, 96, 112). DeLisi had the authority to fund a research initiative within the US Department of Energy (DOE). As vigorous debate proceeded through 1988, the goals of the project and affiliated efforts were broadened to include—beyond creating a reference sequence of the human genome—mapping and sequencing the genomes of several model organisms: *Escherichia coli* (a bacterium), *Arabidopsis thaliana* (a plant), *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* (a yeast, with several other species added later), *Caenorhabditis elegans* (a nematode), *Drosophila melanogaster* (the common fruit fly), and *Mus musculus* (the house mouse, as the mammalian model). The envisioned project included research to advance—by increasing speed, reducing costs, and improving accuracy—the instruments and methods for DNA mapping and sequencing, as well as computational methods and algorithms. Finally, the project also incorporated research on the ethical, legal, and social implications (ELSI) of genomic advances, a novel and distinctive program that set a precedent for initiatives that had foreseeable impacts well beyond the technical community (172). It appears today that the greatest challenges of data sharing (as discussed below) are indeed in law, ethics, and policy. The technical challenges are daunting; the ethical, legal, and social complexities are even more so.

The HGP left many legacies. The most obvious is a reference sequence of the human genome that continues to be refined. Yet the project also drove the creation of new technologies and instruments. A major avenue has been the Advanced DNA Sequencing Technology Development Program, for many years directed by Jeff Schloss of the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI), which helped conceive and develop many of the technologies that gave rise to the hyper-Moore’s-curve acceleration in DNA sequencing speed and plummeting costs from 2004 to 2014 (48, 72). This program supported new mathematical approaches to the bioinformatic analysis of data, and the NHGRI became known as an institution that could manage large-scale, technology- and data-intensive research programs that required more coordination than could be provided by the distribution of individual peer-reviewed grants. One of the signature features of the NHGRI has always been an open science ethos associated with the prepublication sharing of data (37, 64).

The HGP reached its goal of generating a human genome reference sequence earlier than predicted, in the period from 2000 to 2003. The initial milestone toward completion was achieved on June 26, 2000, when a draft human genome sequence was first announced by US president Bill Clinton and UK prime minister Tony Blair (96, 143). Articles describing the HGP’s public genome assembly and the genome assembly produced by a private company, Celera Genomics, were then published one day apart in *Nature* and *Science*, respectively, in February 2001 (89, 168). This initiated a cascade of publications on sequences of individual human chromosomes that
culminated in April 2003, marking the 50th anniversary of the canonical publication describing the double-helical structure of DNA by James Watson and Francis Crick on April 25, 1953 (33, 83, 105, 173, 174).

The 2001 publications represented two scientific strategies and two modes of data management. The publicly funded HGP sequence—authored by a group of laboratories from the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Japan, Germany, and China under the banner of the International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium—represented the work of a global coalition. It entailed extensive and systematic data sharing, characterized perhaps most distinctly by the daily release of new, publicly funded DNA sequences into the public domain. Data from the HGP came primarily from high-throughput sequencing laboratories in the six partner countries, with leadership for overall assembly centered at the University of California, Santa Cruz, and databases at the US National Center for Biotechnology Information and the European Bioinformatics Institute.

This public hierarchical sequence published in *Nature* depended on genetic and physical maps, which situated DNA markers based on their chromosomal locations, and sequencing coordinated by chromosomal region, with assignments distributed to the various global partners (26, 161, 171). *Science*, by contrast, published a human genome sequence assembled by shotgun methods, characterized by Celera’s vertical organization that integrated data generation and computation within a single laboratory and also incorporated the public HGP data (169, 170).

Access was open and free for the HGP-produced data, but there were restrictions for the data generated by Celera Genomics. Celera’s data were available for a fee to subscribers, for free for noncommercial use in parcels of up to 1 Mb, or by access agreement with the company (178). Divergent access policies were thus present even during the gestational phase of generating the human genome reference sequence, and controversy over access was intense (3, 69, 84, 101, 115). It is not an exaggeration to say that debates about sharing have been woven into the fabric of genomics itself, an inextricable part of the new field from its very beginning. In 2003, a US National Research Council committee was appointed to make recommendations about responsibilities accompanying publication, partly in reaction to the divergent approaches adopted by the HGP and Celera. Chaired by Nobel laureate Tom Cech, this committee laid out the Uniform Principle for Sharing Integral Data and Materials Expeditiously (UPSIDE), and various other committees and reports on data sharing have followed since (28, 42, 104–108). The strongest embodiment of the HGP’s open science ethos, however, was not sharing sequences at publication, but rather doing so long before, even as the data were being generated.

**THE EMERGENCE OF THE BERMUDA PRINCIPLES FOR PREPUBLICATION DATA SHARING**

By early 1996, the HGP had been under way for nearly six years. A workable human genetic linkage map was available, and physical maps of cloned DNA (associated with the bacterial and yeast clones that housed them) were available for most regions of human chromosomes (80, 91, 100, 114, 140). Reference genome sequences for several yeast chromosomes were published, and a complete yeast genomic sequence was in the offing, with a network of European laboratories leading the way (7, 61). Progress toward a complete 19,000-gene, 97-Mb genome sequence of *C. elegans* bred confidence that it would soon be completed, as indeed it was in 1998 (24).

However, the initial (and centerpiece) goal of the HGP—to produce a reference sequence of the human genome—was more distant, although it was visible over the horizon. The Wellcome Trust—the British biomedical research charity that by 2003 had funded one-third of the public HGP—had already increased its funding substantially, focusing on human genome sequencing and basing its efforts at the new Sanger Centre (founded in 1993) near the University of Cambridge.
(45, 56). The US National Center for Human Genome Research (NCHGR, which would become the NHGRI in 1997) announced in 1995 a competition for high-throughput sequencing of parts of the human genome and reviewed center-grant proposals later that year (91). The DOE, moreover, was constructing the Joint Genome Institute to house its genome-sequencing operations, which would open in 1997 (87). By early 1996, the HGP was transitioning from mapping to large-scale human genome sequencing, with contributions from five national partners. China would become the sixth in 1999 (130). The stage was set for a hard push to generate the human genome reference sequence.

It was quickly becoming apparent that robust coordination was required. Even after earlier mapping efforts, sequencing—of both the human genome and other large model genomes—would generate more data than any other discrete effort in the history of biology (112). This had been predicted in the HGP’s founding reports and by 1996 was becoming a tangible reality. More specifically, the pragmatic tasks at hand included (a) deciding which human chromosomal regions to assign to each group, lest several centers sequence the same juicy bits and waste time and effort; (b) specifying targets for data quality as the sequencing goals were set; and (c) verifying sequencing outputs from individual laboratories, to measure progress and to help justify the project’s large public investment.

As the US National Institutes of Health (NIH) large-scale genome-sequencing grants were about to commence, Michael Morgan at the Wellcome Trust and NCHGR director Francis Collins decided to hold an organizational meeting among those funded (or expected to be funded) to plan the launch phase of large-scale human genome sequencing (96). They looked for a relatively neutral venue, one that would not be perceived as dominated by the United States (151). They settled on Bermuda, which was accessible from all of the HGP centers and appropriately located in the mid-Atlantic between Europe and North America. The meeting took place at the so-called Pink Palace, the Princess Hotel in Bermuda, from February 26 to 28, 1996 (Figure 1).
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*Figure 1*

The weather was dreary, but the conference was not (96). The new NIH sequencing centers had been announced but had yet to receive their funding. The attendees—which included the Hinxton group, funded by the Wellcome Trust; the leaders of the DOE’s efforts; the leaders of the NIH-funded centers; and mappers, technology developers, and administrators from Japan, Germany, and France—were eager to get started but anxious about the long journey ahead. They were, frankly, not sure a human genome reference sequence was yet attainable (21, 30, 151).

In addition to the practical needs to allocate work and measure progress toward a human genome sequence, two intimately related issues loomed as the 1996 meeting was planned: patenting and data sharing. The patent issue surfaced when a scientist at the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, J. Craig Venter, filed patent applications on short segments of DNA sequence that allowed for unique identification of sequences coding for genes in the human brain (2, 25, 135). Expressed sequence tags (ESTs) could be used to fish genes out of the genome by identifying unique sequences that are translated into protein. Genentech patent lawyer Max Hensley advised Reid Adler, the lawyer at the NIH’s Office of Technology Transfer, that the NIH should file for patents on Venter’s ESTs to ensure that they could be licensed for further development (39). Such patents could “protect” the DNA fragments and might be important to preserve private investments in characterizing the corresponding full-length genes and related proteins (5). These incentives might be important for developing drugs and biologics as treatments as well as genetic tests for neurological diseases. Controversy had erupted in July 1991, when at a Senate meeting Venter made public that the NIH had filed its first application and was planning others, making claims on more ESTs and the method for obtaining them (135). The EST-generating methods patent was later converted to a statutory invention registration, effectively preventing anyone from patenting it (39).

Patenting DNA molecules and methods had become common at universities and biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies, a practice that in the 1980s and 1990s often conflicted with the ideas of more traditionally minded academic biologists, who were not used to patenting their work (40, 142). One of the foremost patent scholars, Rebecca Eisenberg of the University of Michigan Law School, observed,

> [T]he patent system rests on the premise that scientific progress will best be promoted by conferring exclusive rights in new discoveries, while the research scientific community has traditionally proceeded on the opposite assumption that science will advance most rapidly if the community enjoys free access to prior discoveries. (50, p. 742)

According to some, the NIH patent applications—which claimed both ESTs (gene fragments) and corresponding full-length genes [in the form of complementary DNAs (cDNAs)]—could block downstream research and development requiring the use of many genes in tandem. NIH director Bernadine Healy supported the patents, although the NCHGR director at the time, James Watson (of DNA structure fame) vigorously disagreed with them (73, 172). This became one of several bones of contention between Watson and Healy that culminated in Watson’s resignation as head of the NCHGR in spring 1992, leaving the door open for Healy to recruit Francis Collins, who assumed the leadership of the NIH’s genome sequencing efforts in 1993 (152).

Reflecting contemporary commercialization trends, the debate over gene patents echoed between the public and private sectors. As the NIH’s applications were pending, Venter left the NIH to direct The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR), a private nonprofit research institute (39, 143). Some of the patent rights from TIGR would be assigned to a for-profit corporation, Human Genome Sciences, which itself began sequencing genes and genome fragments and filing for its own patents, while also drawing on TIGR’s output. Meanwhile, another small firm,
Incyte, had also become interested in sequencing ESTs and full-length cDNAs. Human Genome Sciences, Incyte, and several other companies were building business models around discovering and sequencing genes and genome fragments and patenting parts of the genome likely to contain sequences of keen biological interest and commercial value (113).

Concerns about the patent impediments to research that would be created by thickets of broad EST and cDNA patents on genes of unknown function haunted debates about genomics and patent policy (51). In 1993, the pharmaceutical giant Merck initiated a partnership with the head of the HGP center at Washington University in St. Louis, the *C. elegans* expert Robert Waterston (46, 179). The goal of the Merck Gene Index project was to sequence human ESTs and release them into the public domain with a minimal delay (usually of only 48 hours), with the logic that “making the EST data freely available should stimulate patentable inventions stemming from subsequent elucidation of the entire sequence, function and utility of each gene” (179, p. 118). One reason for this policy was a spirit of open science; another was to thwart patents on short DNA fragments by companies like Human Genome Sciences and Incyte; and a third was that, because the Gene Index was funded by a nonprofit unit of Merck, the company had to demonstrate that it did not have privileged access. Meanwhile, Harold Varmus soon became NIH director, appointed by Bill Clinton to replace Bernadine Healy. Varmus sought expert advice on the NIH’s EST patent applications, which had been initially rejected by the US Patent and Trademark Office in 1992 (53, 93). Rebecca Eisenberg and another legal scholar, Robert Merges from the University of California, Berkeley, drafted a detailed memo for Varmus noting that the NIH’s EST patent strategy made little sense, given that ESTs were primarily research tools (53). Varmus abandoned the applications. This was yet another turn along the tortuous path whereby genomics and the rules about how and when genomic data should be shared and commercialized were developing in tandem (75, 76, 85, 86).

The brouhaha over ESTs, coupled to the evolving controversies and worldwide negative press over the patenting of full-length genes like *BRCA*, colored the Bermuda meeting in 1996 (13, 62). The Bermuda attendees, who hailed from five nations, the European Molecular Biology Laboratory in Heidelberg, and the Brussels-based European Commission, had to contend with the pragmatic, scientific problems of sequencing the human genome on time and accurately while also addressing the more principled problem of how the HGP’s impending deluge of sequence data should be shared, utilized, and commercialized. For the majority of attendees at the 1996 meeting, it was not surprising that developing a clear-cut data-sharing policy was a chief agenda item from the start (103).

The specific historical roots of the daily online release of HGP-funded DNA sequences—under the policy that came to be known as the Bermuda Principles—are complex and contingent. So, too, was the process by which this radical policy, which ran against the norm in most biomedical research of releasing data at publication, was ratified within the HGP and justified as the project proceeded. In a forthcoming historical article (95), we enumerate and assess these details at length. Several points about precedents and the measured agreement that HGP participants reached are relevant here.

The Bermuda Principles filled a policy lacuna, replacing a set of guidelines that had previously applied only to the NIH and DOE. The HGP’s founding reports, produced in 1988 by the US National Research Council and the congressional Office of Technology Assessment, were notoriously vague about data sharing, noting only that data and materials must be shared rapidly for coordination and quality control, and admitting that this might create conflicts with commercialization (23, 109, 112). The 1990 joint plan for the NIH and DOE echoed this message but similarly failed to provide a timeline for sharing among collaborators (26, 50, 66, 123, 145, 147, 161, 172). By the early 1990s, mapping and sequencing technology development were proceeding
impressively around the globe, not only in the United States but also in Great Britain, France, Japan, and several other nations (23, 109, 112). Yet despite the founding of the Genome Data Base (an electronic medium for sharing mapping data) in 1993, international coordination of human genome mapping was disorganized, nucleated around annual meetings and single chromosomes, and complicated by competition and secrecy (20). A 1992 NIH and DOE policy had required depositing data from mapping (to the Genome Data Base) and sequencing (to GenBank) efforts within six months of generation (20). Aside from the 48-hour data-sharing policy of the Merck Gene Index project, however, before the 1996 Bermuda Principles the NIH-DOE regulation was probably the most specific policy precedent for data sharing in genomics. Standard practice for GenBank, for instance, was to share unpublished sequences concurrently with or after the publication of accompanying journal articles, but not before (11, 145, 150).

The Bermuda Principles extended the 1992 policy, strongly recommending the daily sharing of all HGP-generated DNA sequences of 1 kb or longer through GenBank, the European Molecular Biology Laboratory data bank, or the DNA Databank of Japan (103). For the first time, the HGP had a project-wide policy, designed to unite all of the international contributors rather than just those funded by the NIH or the DOE. This facilitated the development of the Human Sequencing and Mapping Index, a website that linked laboratory webpages to GenBank and allowed globally distributed centers to declare genomic regions for sequencing and avoid duplication (18). Especially in the United States, the Bermuda Principles also helped to enforce quality standards (set in 1996 at 99.99% sequence accuracy) and output commitments, providing a means of checking whether the heavily funded centers were delivering on their sequence-generation promises. In 2001, Elliot Marshall of Science called the principles “community spirit, with teeth,” and for good reason: Centers that did not produce their sequences or failed to meet quality standards could lose their competitive funding and potentially their places within the prestigious HGP (92).

Daily sharing, however, was not necessarily required for these tasks, and the clearest historical test case for this policy was a perhaps unlikely source: the C. elegans research community. John Sulston and Robert Waterston, among many others in this network, had adopted daily (or as close to daily as possible) sharing in the mapping and early sequencing of the C. elegans genome beginning in the 1970s, a practice that was further facilitated in the 1980s by the rise of networked computing (11, 148, 151). By 1995, Sulston and Waterston (funded by the NIH, the Wellcome Trust, and the UK Medical Research Council) had done more large-scale genome sequencing (first in C. elegans and later in early human efforts) than anyone, and had become HGP leaders via connections to Francis Collins, James Watson, Maynard Olson, and other power players in the field (91, 180). At the first Bermuda meeting, Sulston and Waterston co-chaired the final session, on data release policies, which led to the first draft of the Bermuda Principles (151) (Figure 2). The statement from that session and a later NCHGR press release read,

It was agreed that all human genomic sequence information, generated by centres for large-scale human sequencing, should be freely available and in the public domain in order to encourage further research and development, and to maximise its benefit to society. (176; see also 102, 103).

Daily data release, however, was for some a bitter pill to swallow. The adoption of this policy in the HGP was driven by Sulston and Waterston, as the C. elegans genome-sequencing leaders, and strongly supported by leaders of the two foremost funders: the NIH and the Wellcome Trust. Debates raged about whether daily data release would hurt HGP data quality (4, 17, 140). Perhaps the most significant hurdle for daily data release, however, was its apparent incompatibility with commercialization. The US Bayh-Dole Act allowed universities and businesses the first right to title on inventions funded by government grants, and a German policy allowed HGP investigators
Figure 2

The white board on which John Sulston scribbled the Bermuda Principles at the 1996 meeting’s final session. Robert Waterston was leading the discussion, and there was an informal vote to adopt the statement. Photograph courtesy of Richard Myers, HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology, on file with Duke University Libraries (http://hdl.handle.net/10161/7721).

three months’ time before data release to apply for patents drawing on HGP sequences, including patents on genes (40, 160). In the United States, daily release did not prevent patents on genes of known function, but it did block patents of the kind that Human Genome Sciences and Incyte were seeking. In Europe and other non-US patent jurisdictions, the Bermuda Principles indeed endangered gene patents, because unlike in the United States, there was no lag between data release into the public domain and the time when investigators could still apply for patents drawing upon it. [Until the America Invents Act somewhat changed the rules in 2010, the grace period in the United States was one year (40, 142).] Heidi Williams has since argued convincingly that the patent and database restrictions placed on Celera Genomics’ sequence data led to a 20–30% reduction in downstream innovation and development in diagnostics, relative to genes sequenced first by the open and public HGP (178). But in 1996, as today, the HGP policy of daily sharing was just one stance among many, in a spectrum of uncertainty about how best to foster progress in genomics and its applications.

By early 1998, the Bermuda Principles had become the official data-sharing policy of the HGP, a condition of the large-scale genome-sequencing grants in all participating countries. In 1996, the NIH put out a statement that it opposed patents on “raw human genomic DNA sequence, in the absence of additional demonstrated biological information,” but because of the Bayh-Dole Act, it could only discourage this practice—as it surely did, with the suggestion that it would remove funding if such patents were filed—and could not prevent DNA sequence patents outright (102). A series of warning letters from the NIH, the DOE, and the Wellcome Trust helped shift the conflicting policy in Germany and another incompatible policy in Japan, moves that prevented a sharing delay from also materializing in France (14, 31, 32). American and British leaders were flexing their muscles here. The threat of removing other national contributors from the HGP if
they did not agree to daily sharing held real weight, as the NIH and the Wellcome Trust could effectively sequence the human genome without collaborators.

The Bermuda Principles continued to exert considerable influence, especially as scientists and administrators amended them to reflect changes in data and practice (23). Two more meetings were convened in Bermuda in February of 1997 and 1998. These were intended not only to address evolving scientific issues with the HGP, but also to revisit data-sharing policies and enact policy shifts as attendees saw fit. By the 1998 meeting, the principles had been revised to include a new daily release trigger of 2-kb rather than 1-kb stretches of DNA and had been extended first to the mouse genome sequence and later to all model organism sequences produced under the aegis of the HGP (65, 177). In 2000, the NHGRI extended the principles again to include several new kinds of data, including those generated during the finishing phase of the draft genome sequence and through whole-genome shotgun sequencing (104).

AFTER BERMUDA: BROADENING OPEN SCIENCE

The Bermuda Principles applied to a small group of laboratories that pulled together to produce a human genome reference sequence. Even as progress toward this goal accelerated in the late 1990s, it became apparent that studying genome variations—that is, individuals’ deviations from the reference sequence—and linking genomic data to other kinds of data were essential to making genome sequences meaningful in terms of health outcomes, environmental exposures, genealogy, and family history. By 2000, it was clear that linkage among databases, through systematic data sharing, would drive the science and its applications.

The data and users were far more heterogeneous than those for high-throughput genome sequencing, yet sharing was still paramount. As microarray technology became pervasive after 1996, identifying and cataloging single-nucleotide variants [that is, single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)] became possible. Fears of hoarding and patent thickets led to the creation of the SNP Consortium, a novel effort to prevent SNP patents (77, 153). This consortium was a public-private partnership that applied for patents on SNPs in profusion to establish formal legal and scientific priority. It then abandoned the applications, releasing data to the public domain unencumbered by patent rights. Because SNPs were tools in agriculture, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, and elsewhere, industry supported the consortium. Academics were involved because they wanted to use the tools, but commercial manufacturers such as Affymetrix and Illumina manufactured most SNP microarrays themselves. Although these manufacturers certainly believed in and held many patents, they nonetheless foresaw a hopelessly dense patent thicket based on DNA sequences and genomic variants and hoped to avoid it. Microarrays routinely included hundreds of thousands of DNA fragments as probes. If SNPs and ESTs were patented, would it not take hundreds of licenses to build a chip? Would anyone be able to afford it? Access to data, including the ability to use DNA molecules that included SNPs, was essential.

FORT LAUDERDALE AND BEYOND

In 2003, as the HGP was nearing completion, the Wellcome Trust convened a meeting in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, to define rules for biological infrastructure projects. The meeting produced the first of several statements supporting the open science ethos for community resource projects, the likes of which dominate genomics today (175). The meeting focused on the value of prepublication data sharing but relaxed some of the Bermuda Principles’ provisions. Like at the 1998 Bermuda meeting, Fort Lauderdale attendees stipulated daily sharing of genome sequences longer than 2 kb for any organism. This was very much in the spirit of the Bermuda Principles, but the Fort Lauderdale statement also mandated that data generators be credited when data were used.
Finally, it acknowledged that hypothesis-driven research did not have the same sharing obligations as those focused on producing community resources, such as sequencing consortia, the Merck Gene Index project, and the SNP Consortium. This recognition of a need for scientific attribution and credit grew from the diversity of data generators and users. Arias et al. (12) have beautifully summarized the evolution of data-sharing policies that derived from the Bermuda Principles.

Open science continued to infuse the many projects that were developed by the NHGRI or in which the NHGRI was a partner. These were highly diverse, but many were indeed community resource efforts. The International HapMap Project aimed to identify common genomic variants and characterize them from global populations, enabling detailed elucidation of the coinheritance of DNA markers (35, 82). HapMap policies discouraged patenting to such a vigorous degree that Rebecca Eisenberg questioned their wisdom and enforceability (52). The 1000 Genomes Project expanded on the International HapMap Project, including genome sequences from a larger sample of populations, and intended to identify less common genomic variants (29). Another contemporaneous project, the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE), was intended to establish the functions of DNA elements, including regulatory sequences, enhancers, promoters, and operators (36, 54, 106). Because these elements were by definition functional, however, they might also have practical utility and be proper subjects for patenting. The 2003 ENCODE pilot project developed a policy that explicitly acknowledged this, in another deviation from the Bermuda Principles driven by the nature of the work.

As new genomics tools enabled genome-wide studies, the Genetic Association Information Network (GAIN) was formed (55). GAIN built on tools made possible by the HapMap and SNP microarrays, probing hundreds of thousands of common genomic variants in large population studies to identify genomic regions associated with diseases and specific traits. It was intended to ensure rigor, facilitate collaboration, forge academic-industry partnerships, encourage sharing, promote publication, and prevent premature intellectual property claims. The Foundation for the National Institutes of Health, a nonprofit, nongovernment organization, led the effort and invited applications for genome-wide studies. An elaborate peer-review process assessed the technical merits of the proposals and ensured that study design, computational methods, and data sharing complied with guidelines. GAIN had its own set of principles, the first of which was to make results “immediately available for research use by any interested and qualified investigator or organization” (55, p. 1048). Yet because the data were associated with specific individuals, this was qualified “within the limits of providing appropriate protection of research participants” (55, p. 1048). The GAIN principles imposed a duty on users to respect the confidentiality of study participants and to ensure that uses fell within the terms of their informed consent. Another principle was to acknowledge data sources for any reuse. Finally, the original contributors would have a nine-month period during which they alone could submit abstracts or papers based on their data. This embargo period was a marked divergence from the Bermuda Principles, driven yet again by the needs of a different community of producers and users. The laboratories generating the data were disparate in size, type, geography, and purpose, and those differences needed to be accommodated.

Database structures also had to reflect the new realities. The US National Center for Biotechnology Information’s Database of Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP) was established in 2006 (90). Instead of one unitary bank (i.e., GenBank) for sequences, dbGaP had two tiers: a public layer that was freely available to all, and a large data set that might contain private or identifiable information, which in turn required a data access committee to act as a gatekeeper and make sure that users had good reasons for access. Users needed to agree to protect privacy and confidentiality and follow rigorous data security practices. Moreover, many studies needed to be approved by an institutional review board to ensure compliance with ethics rules. The purpose of dbGaP was to enable research through broad access, but the involvement of possibly identifiable research
subjects who had not agreed to post their data on the Internet necessitated new layers of review. The NIH’s 2007 policy on genome-wide association studies mandated that NIH-funded studies deposit data into dbGaP (107). This was open science, but the database had rules that were not as simple as free and open access.

The NIH’s policy for data access was formally modified in 2014 (37, 108). The 2007 policy applied only to human genome-wide association studies; in 2014, the policy was generalized to cover all NIH institutes and all organisms. It permitted a validation embargo of the data for several months to ensure quality, and dbGaP could hold data in a protected private status for six months. After six months, however, human-derived data would be freely available, and data from nonhumans would be freely available upon publication. The new policy also made it easier for the NIH to continue to tweak parts of the policy in the future, without a formal review of the policy in its entirety. Finally, it stipulated that prospectively, studies should obtain broad consent for deposit and data use as well as approval from an institutional review board for uses of data contributed from past studies, to ensure compliance with the informed consent at the time the data were gathered.

Prepublication data sharing soon broadened beyond genomics, first to proteomics at a meeting in Amsterdam in 2008 and then to other data sets at a workshop in Toronto in 2009 (136, 137, 155). The Toronto statement applied to all data sets that were large scale, broadly useful, and infrastructural (i.e., intended to produce reference data sets) and had community buy-in. This meant respecting the interests of data generators to publish “first global analyses of their data set[s]” (155, p. 169), citing the sources of data, and contacting the data generators if those reusing data might reach publication before the data generators and make significant findings public before the originators.

These iterations and adaptations of data-sharing norms and policies were efforts to keep data open while also respecting the rights and interests of those contributing data (participants) and those generating the data (researchers). Different contexts and uses led to databases with layers of process and rules. Some projects, such as the Personal Genome Project and Open Humans, had an informed consent process that enabled sharing of one’s genome sequence on the Internet with no restrictions, but these were for “information altruists” who did not fear misuse of their data, or who at least believed that the benefits of open access were greater than the risks (9, 10, 28, 117, 139). Most data and studies, however, came from projects that entailed narrower informed consent, which generally promised efforts to keep the data secure and prevent identification of individual research participants.

BUILDING A MEDICAL INFORMATION COMMONS: THEORY

The Bermuda Principles and its successor statements were practical efforts to set rules and build infrastructure for increasingly diverse research uses. Generally, these rules were crafted while projects were being designed and carried out, and thus they were generated for and by a community—later including both research and clinical care users—hoping to draw on a medical information commons. A 2011 report from the US National Research Council, Toward Precision Medicine (110), laid out a vision of layers of data oriented around individuals to enable an evolving health care and public health system based on biomedical research (21, 35, 86, 110, 148, 150, 151). The recommendations centered on building informational infrastructure, calling for an

“Information Commons” in which data on large populations of patients become broadly available for research use and a “Knowledge Network” that adds value to these data by highlighting their interconnectedness and integrating them with evolving knowledge of fundamental biological processes. (110, p. 4)
This language explicitly invoked a “commons” and thus Garrett Hardin’s classic essay from 1968 (67, 68). Hardin’s presidential address to the American Association for the Advancement of Science, on which this essay was based, discussed problems that had no technical solution and required collective action to solve. Hardin was concerned mainly with militarization and rising population, but the iconic example he used was drawn from an 1833 tragedy of the commons described by William Forster Lloyd. In a pasture open to many herdsmen, each would want to have his cattle feed as much as possible, but if each did so, overgrazing would deplete the pasture. Hardin pointed to the inadequacy of the invisible hand of a market in this situation; solving such problems requires agreement or coercion, preferably according to consensual rules. His examples were laws (against bank robbery), taxes, and other exercises of state power. This left the solution options as binary: the market (no rules, free choices, and creation of property rights) or the Leviathan (the state).

Elinor Ostrom and others have also studied the tragedy of the commons, but they have expanded the potential solution set by observing that real-world communities often craft rules that prevent the depletion of resources or orchestrate services requiring collective action. Ostrom’s earlier work focused on natural resource depletion (123, 125). She examined how some communities prevented overfishing while others depleted fish stocks for lack of a viable commons. She also studied collective interests in urban policing and managing water resources. In her later work, Ostrom and others extended their thinking to a knowledge commons, a concept closely aligned to a medical information commons (74). Theoretically, the biggest difference between a natural resource commons and a knowledge (or data) commons is that natural resources, like biorepositories of samples, can be depleted. Data and knowledge, by contrast, are not depleted no matter how many people use them.

Indeed, data and knowledge can sometimes achieve network efficiencies that expand dramatically as the number of users increases, according to Metcalfe’s law (167). Ostrom and her collaborators devoted much of their attention to institutional arrangements that enabled a viable knowledge commons to form, as well as how to govern it (121, 122, 124, 129). Trust and reciprocity are central themes, and institutional analysis and development were the framework that Ostrom proposed for addressing problems of collective action. In 2010, she concluded that “rules related to the production of generally accessible data” include the following:

- Who must deposit their data?
- How soon after production and authentication of data do researchers have to deposit the data?
- How long should the embargo last?
- How should conformance to the rules be monitored?
- How many researchers are involved in producing and analyzing the particular kind of data?
- Should an infraction be made public in order to tarnish the reputation of the infringer? (124, p. 813)

These questions address who is and is not a member of the community of contributors and users, how to formulate contributions and use rules, and governance and enforcement procedures. The successive statements about genomic data sharing, beginning with the Bermuda Principles in 1996, were all implicit or explicit responses to questions raised by Ostrom. Contreras (38) drew directly on this theory in his work on genomics, and Strandburg et al. (149) extended theories of the commons into data and knowledge domains.

Commons theory is not the only framework for open science, however. The Global Alliance for Genomics and Health, discussed in the next section, appeals to article 27 of the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which includes the right “to share in scientific advancement and its benefits” (159). The value of sharing data globally is reiterated in a
series of declarations by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, recommendations by the Council of Europe, and guidelines from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (41, 107, 118–120, 156–158). Much of bioethics has centered on protecting research participants from risk, but the Global Alliance also focuses on the right to benefit, including through data sharing, as a means to advance science and improve medicine—the very purpose for which many people contribute samples and information to medical research. Yet merely stating the right to benefit and implementing that right in the real world are different things; moving from aspiration to realization is a constant struggle. Future statements will no doubt follow as international data sharing continues to take shape.

**THE EMERGENCE OF THE GLOBAL ALLIANCE FOR GENOMICS AND HEALTH**

Although the need to link data of many types, housed in many parts of the world, is obvious, the structure of a global commons of genomic and other data raises many practical problems. Some are technical: a need for application interfaces, standard formats, and interoperable data systems. But the legal and social challenges are even more formidable.

In January 2013, more than 50 individuals from 8 countries—roughly comparable to the first Bermuda meeting in size and national representation—met in New York City to develop some standards and articulate the need for genomic infrastructure. The results were summarized in a June 2013 white paper describing the need for collective international action and the need to avoid “a hodge-podge of balkanized systems—as developed in the U.S. for electronic medical records—a system that inhibits learning and improving health care” (57, p. 1). Attendees proposed a global alliance, which came to be known as the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health. By 2016, the Global Alliance comprised 800 people from 400 organizations in 70 countries (59). This growth alone indicates how much more complicated it will be to achieve data sharing among hundreds of diverse stakeholders, as compared with the organizational challenge when HGP leaders met in Bermuda, which involved roughly 50 people from only 5 countries.

**Beacon and Matchmaker**

As the Global Alliance was being formed, efforts converged on three pilot projects, and in 2016 a fourth was added. The three initial projects were Beacon, Matchmaker, and the BRCA Challenge. The Beacon project queried a network of genomic databases to see whether they harbored information about particular genomic variants. Those who came upon a variant in research or clinical practice could send a single query and find out which participating databases had relevant information, anywhere in the world. As of summer 2016, 25 institutions and 250 data sets were participating in Beacon (60). The Matchmaker Exchange was another data-brokering effort for those studying rare disorders, enabling users to find phenotype and genotype data pertinent to a genomic-clinical profile, again allowing a query of participating databases. The October 2015 issue of *Human Mutation* featured 16 articles from the Matchmaker demonstration project (128). Both Beacon and Matchmaker point to the places where data can be found, while the data themselves remain where they are, and users can seek access.

**Case Study: Sharing Data About BRCA Variants**

The BRCA Challenge, in contrast to Beacon and Matchmaker, entailed a further step for characterizing and curating variants in two of the most studied and clinically significant human genes, *BRCA1* and *BRCA2*. The BRCA Challenge was designed to pool publicly available data. The intent...
was to build out from these two well-studied genes of obvious clinical significance, establishing a precedent for expansion into other genes. The resulting database, BRCA Exchange, has three tiers. The top tier is fully public and lists variants interpreted by the Evidence-based Network for the Interpretation of Germline Mutant Alleles (ENIGMA), an international consortium founded at a May 2009 meeting in Amsterdam (147). ENIGMA is the expert vetting committee for BRCA Exchange variant interpretation. The next layer is a research data set with links to the evidence base, including conflicting interpretations and unvetted reports, with pointers to other databases containing further information. The third layer, which was still under construction at the end of 2016, will contain case-level data that might be linked to identifiable individuals, thus requiring higher levels of security and a gatekeeper to ensure compliance with informed consent and prevent misuse or unauthorized reidentification. BRCA Exchange shares data extensively with ClinVar, the Leiden Open Variation Database (LOVD), and other genomic variant databases.

The need for the BRCA Challenge was an artifact of the history of testing for inherited risk of breast and ovarian cancer. Mary-Claire King’s team found linkage to a putative risk gene in families in 1990, showing there was a mutated gene to be found—the first and most important step in a cascade of events to follow (66). This set off an intense race to identify, clone, and sequence the gene likely associated with cancer in high-risk families (8, 12, 44). BRCA1 was identified in 1994 by a team that was led by Mark Skolnick at the University of Utah and was also associated with the genomic startup Myriad Genetics (62, 99). Linkage to human chromosome 13 was found in 1994 by a team in Great Britain, and BRCA2 was cloned and sequenced in 1995 (181, 182). Two decades later, BRCA1 and BRCA2 remain the two genes most commonly mutated in families with inherited risk of breast and ovarian cancer, although BRCA mutations are found in other cancers, and mutations in another two dozen genes are also associated with carcinomas of the ovaries and breasts (albeit at a much lower frequency).

Both genes were patented, and the story is complicated (27, 40, 44, 62, 127). The first BRCA1 patent was granted to OncorMed in summer 1997, and OncorMed sued Myriad for patent infringement. Myriad countersued the day after it received its first patent that December. The companies settled out of court, with OncorMed agreeing to exit the BRCA testing market and assign its patents to Myriad. (The Myriad/Utah filing date was earlier, and OncorMed was apt to lose if the patent office initiated an interference proceeding, the administrative procedure for allocating patent rights in cases of disputed priority.) There were other BRCA patents, including one granted to the UK team that first published on BRCA2, but that sequence was chimeric, and the Myriad/Utah team filed a patent application on BRCA2 that avoided the chimerism just a day before the UK team published in Nature. Myriad cleared the US market of competitors for commercial BRCA testing by sending notification letters to laboratories offering the test and even suing one such laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania. The laboratory quickly settled and withdrew from testing except for patients in the University of Pennsylvania health care system.

From 1998 through 2013, Myriad had a service monopoly on American BRCA testing, but this strategy did not work anywhere outside the United States. European patents were opposed and narrowed (62, 94, 127).

In Australia, in October 2002, Myriad was forced to license to Genetic Technologies to settle a patent infringement suit over use of intervening sequences. As a “gift to Australia,” Genetic Technologies permitted laboratories in the Australian regional health system to offer testing (116). A new CEO at Genetic Technologies, Michael Ohanessian, later threatened to revoke this gift, but a firestorm of criticism led the firm to replace Ohanessian and generated a flurry of Senate activity. The gift was restored (116, 166).

In Canada, Ontario’s premier as well as the minister of health and long-term care refused to recognize Myriad’s rights, and Myriad never sued in Canada, so most provinces continued to offer...
BRCA testing (62). In Great Britain, the National Health Service offered BRCA testing regionally and largely ignored Myriad’s patents (71, 127).

By 2013, Myriad had administered more than a million BRCA tests. Its US monopoly ended at the US Supreme Court when Myriad lost an epic patent battle against the American Civil Liberties Union (126, 144). The following month, in July 2013, Myriad filed the first of several lawsuits against seven competitors, all of which ended when the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit invalidated Myriad’s patents in December 2014 (81). Myriad had dismissed the last of its suits by February 2015. Several new laboratories entered the BRCA testing market on June 13, 2013, the day of the Supreme Court decision; several more entered in the following months; and still more did so after the litigation dust settled.

Myriad shared its data on BRCA genetic variants until November 2004 and allowed selective access through its proprietary database to academic collaborators through 2006 (13). But it stopped depositing data at the NHGRI’s locus-specific Breast Cancer Information Core, the largest repository of such data. It has since taken further steps to protect its trade secret database through click-through agreements on its website, precluding users from sharing data with third parties and explicitly claiming trade secrecy (data on file with R. Cook-Deegan). A decade of testing by the company has revealed thousands of BRCA genetic variants, but Myriad alone knows what these are. Although it publishes the names of its interpretive methods, Myriad neither shares them sufficiently for replication nor provides the underlying data, publishing in journals that do not require such disclosure (49, 165).

The Global Alliance’s BRCA Challenge was intended to address the anomalous situation occasioned by Myriad, which had a 15-year US patent monopoly and also decided to treat data as trade secrets. To interpret BRCA variants, the rest of the world had to catch up, because Myriad did not make its data available and did not participate in inter-laboratory comparisons of genetic variants organized by the community. Myriad had many collaborations, but none that channeled their data systematically into publicly accessible databases. This is one major reason that the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics issued a public statement condemning data hoarding and encouraging data sharing (1). The number of BRCA tests administered worldwide by other companies and laboratories is comparable to the number administered by Myriad. Moreover, even as the largest single testing laboratory, Myriad has limited access to genetic variants in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and other places where its pricing precludes broad testing, different founder mutations have taken root as a result of context-specific evolutionary pressures, and rare alleles will continue to crop up (Figure 3). In short, the data have not been shared, stored, curated, or interpreted in ways that can be used for clinical decisions.

The BRCA Challenge was announced as ClinVar and ClinGen were getting started. BRCA Exchange regularly shares data with ClinVar, and ClinVar regularly does variant comparisons with LOVD, the Associated Regional and University Pathologists (ARUP), large academic laboratories, and some commercial laboratories. BRCA Exchange is linking to more databases and characterizing more variants as more databases participate and as more data become available. Several of the laboratories that started BRCA testing—Ambry Genetics, Invitae, GeneDx, Illumina, and others—promoted the open science framework of ClinVar and ClinGen and contributed their data on variants, including different degrees of clinical phenotype information. Another response to Myriad’s data-hoarding policy was the Sharing Clinical Results Project (SCRP), an effort to secure the laboratory reports that Myriad sent back to ordering laboratories and physicians, and the Free the Data project to obtain the same information from individual women who knew their BRCA status, which was organized by the Genetic Alliance (16).

The two largest diagnostic firms in the United States, Quest Diagnostics and LabCorp, started offering BRCA testing in 2013. In May 2015, Quest announced that it was contributing its data to
Figure 3
Venn diagram showing the number of \textit{BRCA1} and \textit{BRCA2} genetic variants associated with inherited risk of breast, ovarian, and other cancers across five databases (not drawn to scale). None of these databases, located in Europe and North America, includes the substantial numbers of rare variants yet to be discovered from Africa, Asia, Latin America, and elsewhere. The most common variants are present in all databases, but most rare variants are present in only one database, indicating the incomplete state of global data sharing and emphasizing the need to pool data. Abbreviations: ARUP, Associated Regional and University Pathologists; ENIGMA, Evidence-based Network for the Interpretation of Germline Mutant Alleles; LOVD, Leiden Open Variation Database. Data are combined from \textit{Figures 2a} and \textit{2b} in Reference 19, which was submitted in July 2016 and published in December 2016.

the Universal Mutation Database (UMD) in Paris, where it would be well curated and interpreted (19, 132). Quest proposed that commercial laboratories pay for access to the UMD data and contribute to it, whereas researchers would have free access. LabCorp joined that effort, which came to be known as BRCA Share. When, how, and how much data will flow into ClinVar and other freely available databases, where they can be used to guide clinical decisions worldwide, remain to be seen. ARUP Laboratories also established a \textit{BRCA} database, which is likewise contributing to ClinVar. The spectrum of data sharing for \textit{BRCA} variants thus ranges from proprietary data hoarding by Myriad to free and open sharing embodied by ClinVar, SCRP, and Free the Data, with intermediate models of research access and paid commercial storage and curation through BRCA Share and many national and regional databases.
The Cancer Gene Trust

The Global Alliance’s newest demonstration project is the Cancer Gene Trust, which will first focus on sharing data about somatic cancer genomic variants (59). It is starting with somatic genomic variants in part for simplicity, until privacy issues with potentially identifiable germline data are resolved. One distinctive feature is packets of software that can move among linked servers, leaving the large repositories of data in place but allowing analyses and results to be returned to the user. The data stay in place; the analytical software migrates.

The Regulatory and Ethics Working Group

The Global Alliance’s projects entail a substantial technical component, and much of the work has centered on developing application programming interfaces. One group addresses data security, a highly technical domain. Many of the challenges in building the Global Alliance, however, center on ethical issues, law, and policy, which are the domains of the Regulatory and Ethics Working Group. Indeed, the legal and social impediments to global data sharing are among the most challenging obstacles to establishing a medical information commons. One of the early efforts of the working group was to articulate its “Framework for Responsible Sharing of Genomic and Health-Related Data,” a high-level agreement that has been translated into 13 languages (58). This framework emphasized the need to preserve the scientific value of data where possible, rather than anonymizing it and diminishing the ability to make inferences among diverse, individually oriented data types. Major issues include (a) the need to protect privacy and confidentiality and to honor informed consent agreements for data generated under diverse national laws, (b) the need for data security, (c) the accommodation of both clinical and research users, and (d) the fact that a much more complicated and diverse set of commercial firms are now involved in genomics research. We briefly review these issues below.

International data sharing must abide by national laws. Privacy and return of results to participants have been the subjects of several articles in the *Annual Review of Genomics and Human Genetics* (6, 63, 88, 97). One of the key findings from legal scholarship is that laws in different nations pertain to activities essential to data sharing. Branum & Wolf (22) recently reviewed the international law on return of results from genomic analysis. Another relevant body of law concerns privacy, confidentiality, and informed consent. Many nations have passed laws encouraging the engagement of local researchers with research done in their countries, both to foster economic development and to prevent “biocolonialism” and “helicopter research,” wherein foreign researchers extract value but leave little of lasting value to the residents who are the source of data, violating the notion of reciprocity.

A symposium and two recent issues of the *Journal of Law, Medicine, and Ethics* resulted from a massive effort, led by Mark Rothstein and Bartha Knoppers, to review laws pertaining to sharing of samples and data (138, 139). Forty authors surveyed the law in 20 countries; the focus was on biobanks, but the articles also necessarily covered data sharing. Many countries have laws governing data security, privacy, and confidentiality, and many require governmental approval and/or sanction from a local ethics review board to export genetic data. Dove (47, p. 684) noted that full international harmonization of laws is unlikely, instead recommending efforts to cultivate “foundational responsible data-sharing principles in an overarching governance framework.” Thorogood & Zawati (154) pointed out that, although incompatible national laws can be impediments to sharing, there is also virtue in a pluralism of approaches across nations and cultures.
National laws must be respected, but they are complicated and require national, regional, and sometimes local legal expertise to identify and interpret. Rothstein & Knoppers (138, p. 674) concluded,

[R]elevant laws differ widely among countries engaged in biobank-enabled research in terms of substance, procedure, and underlying public policies. The lack of international regulatory harmonization has been shown to impede data sharing for translational research in genomics and related fields. The daunting task is to identify and characterize the biobank structure and applicable standards in each country and then to devise possible ways to harmonize policies and laws to enable international biobank research while still giving effect to essential privacy protections.

Establishing the infrastructure for international data sharing—to reap the benefits of cataloging genomic variants around the globe—requires confronting drastically greater complexity than did organizing the sequences of mapped DNA segments from anonymized samples, the starting material for the human genome reference sequence. It is a long, choppy voyage from Bermuda.

Scholars are working assiduously to navigate these tumultuous waters. Vanderbilt’s Center for Genetic Privacy and Identity in Community Settings, led by Ellen Wright Clayton and Bradley Malin, is a Center of Excellence in ELSI Research (146). Susan Wolf, Ellen Wright Clayton, and Frances Lawrenz are leading LawSeq, a prodigious accumulation of talent that is turning its attention to the legal foundations of translating genomics into clinical applications, focusing on US federal law (34). Finally, Amy McGuire and Robert Cook-Deegan are codirecting a grant, “Building the Medical Information Commons,” also centered on American efforts (15).

**Clinical laboratories generate as much (or more) information about genomic variants as do research laboratories.** Since Bermuda, the flow of human genome data has shifted decisively from publicly funded research to commercial laboratory testing, to help individuals make better-informed decisions about medical care, ancestry, or other personal interests. The uses of genomic variation data are likewise embedded in both research and clinical care. The hundreds of databases that have nucleated around particular genes (e.g., CFTR and the Huntington disease locus) or medical conditions (e.g., epilepsy, Alzheimer disease, and various cancers) generally started with researchers contributing to the literature and depositing their data—sometimes in locus-specific databases and sometimes in more general databases, such as the Human Gene Mutation Database in Cardiff, the UMD in Paris, the LOVD in the Netherlands, and the many others maintained by the National Center for Biotechnology Information at the National Library of Medicine (e.g., GenBank, dbGaP, RefSeq, and ClinVar). These databases now contain evidence used to make clinical decisions, but (with the exception of ClinVar) they were generally intended for research, not to support clinical decisions. The information they contain needs to be validated before clinical use.

Data from commercial testing laboratories are used mainly for clinical inference, yet the flow of data into public databases is highly variable, depending in part on business models, history, and how hard it is to get data into them. ClinVar is unique in having been constructed from the beginning for clinical determinations, although it draws heavily from research databases (70). Some of the major contributors to the ClinVar database, through the panel of collaborators that constitute ClinGen, are commercial laboratories (128, 134). This trend toward data flowing primarily from clinical testing laboratories is bound to accelerate as genomic analysis is integrated into health care. The shift to clinical-grade databases will require systematic criteria and procedures for interpreting the clinical significance of genomic variants, storage and curation of the data, quality...
control measures, and participation in proficiency testing, all of which are part of the nascent infrastructure for clinical genomics.

In most countries, genetic testing is incorporated into laboratory practices in national health systems. This is not the case in the United States, where federal regulation of genetic tests has been the subject of debates, books, and several reports from federal advisory committees since at least 1984 (78, 79, 111, 141). Laboratories in the United States are currently regulated by the Clinical Laboratories Improvement Amendments (CLIA) of 1988, through the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. The College of American Pathologists also accredits clinical laboratories. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) floated draft guidance indicating its intent to regulate laboratory-developed genetic tests as medical devices in 2014, proposing to phase in such regulation over nine years (162). The FDA’s proposed entry into regulation caused a kerfuffle and was opposed by many laboratories, their trade associations, and the Association for Molecular Pathology (131), and in November 2016 the FDA announced that it would back away from finalizing its guidance (133). The FDA then made a discussion paper publicly available to guide future deliberations (164). Although the FDA signaled its openness to discussion while not immediately contemplating strong regulation, the United States is just one jurisdiction, and the FDA is just one among many actors with a stake in clinical interpretation of genomic variants.

Databases will be centrally important, and the need for independent verification of genomic interpretations used to guide clinical decisions will remain an important function that depends on accurate data and extensive data sharing. The FDA documents thus illuminate some of the challenges ahead in building the tools for clinical use and the need for regulatory-grade genomic databases (163). Indeed, clinical use requires far more formal oversight and regulation than creating and using data in research. The flow of data from commercial testing laboratories is likely to become the main source of new information about human genomic variation.

The diversity and importance of private firms are substantially greater now than during the Human Genome Project. Commercial genomics extends well beyond genetic testing. Even within genetic testing, it includes ancestry testing, personal genomic profiling with microarrays, exome sequencing or even whole-genome sequencing, and a panoply of tests ranging from single-gene tests to multigene panels. Genome sequencing has been used to study rare disorders and profile somatic mutations in cancers in order to make diagnoses and to guide choices about treatment and prevention. Other firms specialize in integrating genomic data into medical records or providing bioinformatics tools for genomic data analysis. Some are dedicated to genome sequencing as all or part of their business models. In a 2014 letter to the editor, Curnutte et al. (43) documented this diversity of commercial software, hardware, and services. A great deal of expertise in informatics and instrument manufacturing resides in the private sector, in companies of wildly different sizes, ages, financial health, and business models. Many are compatible with data sharing; some are not. The evolving pattern of sharing for BRCA1 and BRCA2 and the complexity of the genomic data commons illustrate the challenges ahead.

CONCLUSION

The Bermuda Principles for daily prepublication genomic data release set a strong foundation for other efforts to promote open science. They set a salutary precedent that enabled more rapid progress toward first assembling a reference sequence of the human genome and then interpreting the meaning of genomic variants in humans and other organisms. The initial community of approximately 50 people has morphed into a global endeavor involving hundreds of laboratories, ranging from pure research to clinical use, ancestry, and other applications.
As the community of data contributors and users and the types of data available have broadened, the idea of daily sharing has been modified and adapted to quite different contexts in order to permit informed consent of individuals to whom the data pertain, ensure data security, and address the considerable diversity in international ethical requirements and laws governing privacy, confidentiality, and cross-border flow of genetic samples and data. In addition to these challenges, commercial interests have both intensified and grown far more diverse. The spirit of open science, however, persists. The Bermuda Principles provided a foundation for current efforts to build a global medical information commons, but as this article has argued, it will be no simple task to ensure compliance with disparate national laws while also respecting the rights and interests of those contributing to and drawing from the commons. The wisdom of supporting legal scholarship and ethical analysis while the technology advances is thus vindicated, because expertise in ethics, law, and policy will be crucial to meeting the challenges ahead.
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